The mission of Capitol Squash is to empower youth of Hartford to reach their potential as athletes, students, and engaged citizens.

Capitol Squash provides urban youth with life-changing opportunities through the sport of squash, intensive educational support, mentoring, and community service activities.
Dear Supporters of Capitol Squash:

Capitol Squash is off to another successful start to the 2018-19 year. Our Executive Director, Meg Taylor, and her team continue to do an outstanding job. We are grateful for Capitol Squash’s partnership with Trinity College, our home for all programming. We’re in a strong financial position and our plans for a new facility are moving forward (details near future). Positive press (including an inspiring piece on NPR – see below) and word of mouth messaging routinely uplifts. We’ve effectively moved out of the realm of start-up to a place where foundations, volunteers and donors now seek us out. My how far we’ve come in a short four years!

Please consider giving to Capitol Squash so that we may continue to grow and improve. Just as we believe in our students’ potential, we appreciate your belief in our organization’s past and potential. I’m routinely inspired by what we’ve accomplished. At the same time I know we have extraordinary days ahead!

With gratitude,

David Kinsley
Board Chair

Thank you again and again for all that you give – whether it’s wealth as a donor, wisdom as a counselor or work as a volunteer. Collectively they’re the reason we’ve accomplished so much so far.

2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR

43 STUDENTS
GRADES 4-8

93% DAILY ATTENDANCE

50% female 50% male

students attend practice 3 times per week focusing on squash and academics
Dear Friends of Capitol Squash:

Four years ago, Julissa attended M.D. Fox School’s very first tryout session at Capitol Squash. We didn’t have any transportation, so we walked nearly a mile with the students to Trinity College. Now with a few more years under our belt, additional staff, and transportation, we have had an incredible year and have so much to be proud of:

- Julissa received a full tuition scholarship to attend The Taft School and plans to play varsity squash.
- Adriana received a prestigious merit-based scholarship to attend East Catholic High School.
- Ku, a refugee from Thailand, started her first year at Ethel Walker School.

Together, these three girls have received $140,000 in financial aid. And that’s just for their freshman year! These schools believe in our students’ potential and are investing in their futures. Respect

At Capitol Squash we invest in our students every day. They work with tutors on their homework, receive squash and fitness coaching, and learn about health and nutrition. Our students attend our four-week summer program. They have the opportunity to attend day and overnight camps. They compete in tournaments and travel on trips. All of these opportunities, coupled with adult mentorship and character building, prepare our students to apply for private school and ultimately—college. By investing in our students now, we open the doors for their future!

Meg
Executive Director
SQUASH

- Instruction on technique, skills, and match play
- Students compete against local schools, SEA programs, and US Squash junior players
- Rigorous fitness and alternative activities including yoga and running

TOURNAMENTS & MATCHES PLAYED:

- Participated in 7 US Squash Tournaments:
  - 5 First Place finishes
  - 5 Second Place finishes

AVERAGE NUMBER OF TOURNAMENTS AND MATCHES PER STUDENT:

- 24 Squash & Education Alliance High Performance Team Member
“I hope new students will look up to me and it will motivate them to do the same.”

Almedina Velic on winning Capitol Squash’s first Urban Individual Title

“I really enjoy getting to meet lots of new kids. I’ve met players from different cities like Detroit, Chicago, and Oakland!”

Henry Htoo, member of Squash + Education Alliance’s High Performance Team
ACADEMICS

- Individual tutoring
- Homework help
- SSAT and state test preparation
- Communication between Capitol Squash staff and school teachers
- Health and sex education by Connecticut Children’s Medical Center residents

75% OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS HAD A 3.0 OR HIGHER GPA
12 PRIVATE SCHOOL VISITS
3 STUDENTS ACCEPTED TO PRIVATE SCHOOL
“Our students are seizing the opportunity at Capitol Squash, and helping them in the classroom and on the court has been inspiring.”

Steve Byer
Board Member and Volunteer
Partnership with Miss Porter’s School

Capitol Squash runs a robust summer program out of Miss Porter’s School in Farmington, Connecticut.

Each student receives:

- 10 hours of academic enrichment per week
- 10 hours of squash instruction and fitness per week

Camp Opportunities

- 9 students attended YMCA overnight camps
- 1 student attended Lawrenceville Summer Scholars program
- 6 students attended squash camps
- 5 students attended local day camps
July 1, 2017-June 30, 2018

Total Expenses: $285,698

Major expenses include salaries and benefits, insurance, squash equipment, academic supplies, transportation and travel, and summer camp opportunities.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Capitol Squash is grateful for the following donors who generously contributed to the program between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018.

We apologize for any errors or omissions. Please contact us with any corrections at: info@capitalsquash.org

$15,000 and above
Educational Playcare
David and Andrea Kinsey
George and Sally Moyer
Newman's Own Foundation
Weiss Family Foundation

$10,000 - 14,999
Bridgemill Foundation
Steve and Susan Byer
Deborah and Rick Doucette
Marjorie E. Morrissey
Warrant Ave, LLC
Walter and Diane Harrison
J. Walton Bissell Foundation
The Nyce Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Marla and John Byrnes
DeMattia Charitable Foundation
Linx USA, LLC
VPC Group Inc.
Kohn-Joseffoff Foundation
Peter and Julie LeBlanc
Kenneth and Sharon Levine
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The Radler Agency LLC
Signs Plus Print - Chris Aubin
Lynne Tapper and Leland Brandt
Richard and Athene von Hirschberg
William and Alice Mortensen
Foundation

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Bradly, Foster & Sargent, Inc.
The Davenport-Hatch Foundation, INC
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David Goodman
Joseph Family Charitable Fund
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KeyBank Real Estate Capital
Leggett & Platt
Kirstin and Ted Mathias
Max Carens Foundation Inc.
Morris Group, Inc.
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The Owensboro Foundation
Bill Peck
PeoplesBank
Ned Reeves
Sky Investment Group, LLC
David Taylor and Jane Hawken
United Technologies
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$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Mohammed I Ali
Richard Alleyn
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Blum Shapiro
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Mark Conrad
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Crown Battery
CATIC
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Downes Construction Co., LLC
Duncan Ticking
John Dwyer
Eaton Vance Investment Counsel
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Thomas Hedemann
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Susan Johnson
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Sean Kirk
Merrill Lynch
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Chris Murphy
Neal and Alison Keating
Peter Neville
Northeast Investment Management Inc.
Dan Petashnick
Zahara Mediterranean Kitchen
Charles Schwab & Co.
Robinson & Cole
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Amy and Stephen Sills
Isaac Silverman
Aquila Textiles
Tietex International, Ltd.
U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management
Valvoline
Vernon K. Kriebel Foundation
Willis Towers Watson
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Anonymous
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Joan and Steve Belkin
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Brown Paindiris & Scott, LLP
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David Castellani
David Cha
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Gary Cleary
Geoffrey Crow
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Robert Efron
Kenneth Ellis
The Eric and Jessica Zachs Family Foundation
INC
Eversource Energy Foundation
David Fasi
Joe Fowler
Nicole Greenblatt
Hanes Companies, INC.
Gregory Hayes
The Herrera Family
Edward Hough
James Christopher Conrad
Memorial Fund
Joanne and Mark Niland
Martin Johnson
Brian Johnson
Christopher W. Jones
Kainen, Escalera & McHale, P.C.
Bart Krupp
Green Mountain Blooms
Marvin-Geiger Family Fund
Ted Mathias
Jim McCarroll
David McIntyre
Bill Miller
Robert Minihane
Cara and Sean Moylan
Austin Perkins
David Raisner
Holden Ranz
Craig Rappaport
Hans Raymond
Kathy and Dick Redfern
John Reiss
Scott Smith
Jeff and Linda Stein

$250 - $499
Anonymous
A&S Innsprings USA, LLC
Advance Fiber Technologies Corporation
Dr. Kenneth Alleyn
Paul Ansell
The Baldini Family
Eleanor and Jack Barnes
John Barnes
Wendy Bartlett
The Beaudoin - Haims Family Charitable Fund
Bhatia & Bhatia, CPAs
Eddie and Kathy Binder
Bob and Carol Bingham
Tracy Bodine
Beth Bomba
Thomas Borghard
Bouvier Insurance
Paul Bukowski
Patrick Byrne
Kim and Bruce Cha
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Eric Christensen
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Adam and Cindy Cohen
Bill Cranston
Robert Crusha
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Doherty, Wallace, Pillsbury and Murphy, P.C.
Paul Dowd
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Todd Fonner
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Advance Dental
Arch Dental
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David Goodwin
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Julie and Jeremy Greshin
William E. Howard